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We report on the experimental realization of a four-qubit linear cluster state via two photons entangled
both in polarization and linear momentum. This state was investigated by performing tomographic
measurements and by evaluating an entanglement witness. By use of this state we carried out a novel
nonlocality proof, the so-called ‘‘stronger two observer all-versus-nothing’’ test of quantum nonlocality.
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Multipartite graph states and, in particular, cluster states,
have been recently introduced by Briegel and Raussendorf
as a fundamental resource aimed at the linear optics one
way quantum computation [1,2] and at the realization of
important quantum information tasks, such as quantum
error correction and quantum communication protocols
[3,4]. Recently, the experimental feasibility of one way
quantum computation by four-photon cluster states was
demonstrated [5,6]. Besides the applications to quantum
computation, cluster states are powerful tools for perform-
ing nonlocality tests [7,8]. It is well known that the adop-
tion of an increasing number of internal qubits, i.e., in a
higher dimensional Hilbert space, leads to a stronger vio-
lation of local realism [9]. Recently, a test demonstrating
that nonlocality grows with the number of internal degrees
of freedom of the system, was indeed successfully carried
out by taking advantage of the peculiar properties of a two-
photon hyperentangled state [10]. It is worth noting that, at
variance with the cluster states, hyperentangled, or double
entangled states, are biseparable and do not represent
genuine four-qubit entangled states.

In this Letter we report the experimental realization of a
high fidelity two-photon four-qubit linear cluster state by a
linear optical technique consisting of the entanglement of
the polarization (�) and momentum (k) degrees of free-
dom of one of the two photons belonging to an hyper-
entangled state. The cluster state was analyzed by quantum
tomographic measurements and by an entanglement wit-
ness method [8,11]. By using this state, we performed a
novel ‘‘all-versus-nothing’’ (AVN) test of nonlocality re-
cently proposed by Cabello [12].

As said, the starting point for the cluster state generation
was the hyperentangled state j�i � j��i � j �i, where
j��i � 1

��

2
p �jHiAjHiB � jViAjViB� and j �i � 1

��

2
p �

�jriAj‘iB � j‘iAjriB�. In the above equations H;V refer to
the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarizations and ‘; r
refer to the left (‘) or right (r) paths of the photon A (Alice)
or B (Bob) (see Fig. 1). The state j�i is realized by a spon-

taneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) method al-
ready described in detail in other papers [13,14]. A thin
type I �-barium-borate (BBO) crystal slab operating under
the double (back and forth) excitation of a cw Ar� laser
(�p � 364 nm) generated the �-entangled state j��i, ob-
tained by the superposition of two perpendicularly polar-
ized SPDC cones emerging from the crystal at the degen-
erate wavelength � � 728 nm. The k-entangled state j �i
was realized by selecting two pairs of correlated k-modes,
rA-‘B and ‘A-rB, belonging to the conical emission of the
crystal. Because of the ‘‘phase-preserving’’ character of
the SPDC process, the relative phase between the two pair
emissions was set to the value � � 0. By adoption of
hyperentangled states several AVN tests of quantum non-
locality were recently proposed [15] and carried out [16].

In the present experiment the two-photon four-qubit
linear cluster state

 

FIG. 1 (color online). Generation of the linear cluster state by a
source of polarization-momentum hyperentangled two-photon
state. The state j�i � j��i � j �i corresponds to two separate
two-qubit clusters. The HW acts as a CP thus generating the
four-qubit linear cluster jC4i.
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 jC4i �
1

2
�jHriAjH‘iB � jVriAjV‘iB � jH‘iAjHriB

� jV‘iAjVriB�

�
1
���

2
p �j��ijriAj‘iB � j�

�ij‘iAjriB�; (1)

where j��i � 1
��

2
p �jHiAjHiB � jViAjViB�, was created by

inserting in the rA (right-Alice) mode a zero order half-
wave plate (HW) with the optical axis oriented along the
vertical direction (see Fig. 1). The HW left the state
j��ij‘iAjriB unchanged, while the transformation
j��ijriAj‘iB into j��ijriAj‘iB also transformed j�i into
jC4i.

Under the correspondence jHiA;B $ j0i2;1, jViA;B $
j1i2;1 and j‘iA;B $ j0i3;4, jriA;B $ j1i3;4, the state (1) is
equivalent to the cluster state [17] expressed in the logical
basis j0i and j1i

 j ~C4i �
1
2�j0i1j0i2j1i3j0i4 � j1i1j1i2j1i3j0i4

� j0i1j0i2j0i3j1i4 � j1i1j1i2j0i3j1i4�: (2)

It is worth stressing that the insertion of a HW represents
a ‘‘local’’ operation in the sense that it acts on photon A
only, while it is ‘‘nonlocal’’ for the two qubits associated to
photon A itself. Indeed, the HW operates as a controlled
phase (CP) between the target qubit 2 and the control
qubit 3 (i.e., the polarization and the momentum degrees
of freedom of photon A), thus entangling the four qubits
together. Moreover this operation does not require any kind
of postselection.

Let us consider the measurement setup shown in
Fig. 2(a). The mode pairs rA-‘B and ‘A-rB are there spa-
tially and temporally superimposed by means of a 50%
beam splitter (BS). The optical path delay �x can be
simultaneously changed for both ‘A and ‘B modes by using
a trombone mirror assembly. The null value delay (�x �
0) corresponds to the exact superposition on the BS be-
tween rA-‘B and ‘A-rB, i.e., when the right (r) and left (‘)
optical paths are equal [13]. The two thin glass plates
inserted on the right modes [�A and �B in Fig. 2(a)] and

the BS transform the input states in the following way:
1
��

2
p �j‘ii � e

�i�i jrii� ! j‘
0ii,

1
��

2
p �j‘ii � e

�i�i jrii� ! jr
0ii

with i � A, B. Note that these are single photon trans-
formations: in fact the single BS showed in Fig. 2(a) is
equivalent to two BS’s, one for each (A or B) particle. The
reason why we used the single BS apparatus resides on its
higher phase stability.

The photons associated with the BS output modes ‘0A,
r0B, ‘0B, and r0A are analyzed each by a quarter-wave plate
(QWP), half-wave plate (HWP), a polarizing beam splitter
(PBS) and detected by single photon avalanche detectors.
Two thin glass plates on modes rA and rB are properly set
for measuring momentum observables. The analysis setup
shown in Fig. 2(b) is obtained from Fig. 2(a) by removing
the interferometric apparatus and allows the measurement
of several relevant observables that will be introduced later
in the Letter.

We characterized the state (1) by measuring the inter-
ference between the mode pairs rA-‘B and ‘A-rB as a
function of the delay �x. The dip-peak graph (88% average
visibility) for H polarized photons, corresponding to the
k-entangled state j �i, is shown in Fig. 3(a). Similar
results are obtained for V polarized photons with dips
and peaks flipped [18]. By removing the BS [Fig. 2(b)],
we performed a quantum tomographic analysis on the
mode sets rA-‘B and ‘A-rB, corresponding to the
�-entangled states j��i [Fig. 3(b)] and j��i [Fig. 3(c)],
respectively. The tomographic reconstructions were ob-
tained by the ‘‘maximum likelihood estimation’’ method

 

FIG. 2 (color online). Interferometer and measurement appa-
ratus. (a) The mode pairs rA-‘B and ‘A-rB are matched on the
BS. The phase shifters �A and �B (thin glass plates) are used for
the measurement of momentum observables. The polarization
analyzers on each of BS output modes are shown. (b) Same
configuration as in (a) with BS and glasses removed.

 

FIG. 3 (color online). State characterization. (a) Coincidence
rates versus path delay �x showing the interference pattern be-
tween the two pairs rA-‘B and ‘A-rB. The dip (peak) FWHM and
the coherence time (�150 fsec) of the photons are determined
by the bandwidth (6 nm) of the interference filters used. (b) and
(c) Tomographic reconstructions (real parts) of the polarization
states corresponding to j��i and j��i, respectively. The imagi-
nary components are negligible. Typical uncertainties are 0.006
for the higher terms (jHHihHHj, jHHihVVj, jVVihHHj, and
jVVihVVj) and 0.003 for the other terms.
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described in [19]. The corresponding fidelities are Fj��i �
0:9068	 0:0035 and Fj��i � 0:9131	 0:0032. Note that
the path interference measurement shown in Fig. 3(a)
demonstrates the quantum superposition between the two
states j��ijriAj‘iB and j��ij‘iAjriB of Figs. 3(b) and
3(c), leading to the linear cluster state (1).

The genuine multipartite four-qubit entanglement was
verified by measuring the entanglement witness [11]

 W � 1
2
41� ZAZB � ZAxAxB � XAzAXB � zAzB

� xAZBxB � XAXBzB�; (3)

where upper cases refer to polarization operators
 

Zi � jHiihHj � jViihVj; Yi � ijViihHj � ijHiihVj;

Xi � jHiihVj � jViihHj; i � A;B; (4)

and lower cases refer to momentum operators

 zi � j‘iih‘j � jriihrj; yi � ijriih‘j � ij‘iihrj;

xi � j‘iihrj � jriih‘j; i � A;B:
(5)

The experimental setups for measuring the polarization (4)
and momentum (5) observables for either Alice or Bob
photon are shown in Fig. 4. Note that the eigenvectors of xi
and yi can be written in the form 1

��

2
p �j‘ii 	 e�i�i jrii�.

Those states can be discriminated, as previously explained,
by the glass plates and the BS.

The expectation value of W is positive for any separable
state (for instance it is equal to 1 for the hyperentangled
state j�i), whereas its negative value detects four-party
entanglement close to the cluster state (1). A perfect cluster
state gives �1 as expectation value.

The experimental values of the observables of Eq. (3)
are shown in Table I. The nonperfect correlations were due
to the impurity of the states j��i and j��i, as well as to
imperfections in the polarization and momentum analysis

devices. The resulting experimental value of W is

 Tr 
W�exp� � �0:6843	 0:0094; (6)

thus demonstrating the genuine multipartite entanglement
of our cluster state, whose �exp represents the experimental
density matrix.

From the projector-based entanglement witness [11]
~W � 1

2� jC4ihC4j, we could obtain information about

the fidelity FjC4i
of the state through the equation FjC4i

�
1
2� Tr
 ~W�exp�. As shown in [11], the following relation

holds between W and ~W : W � 2 ~W � 0. Hence the
lower bound of the experimental fidelity FjC4i

is

 FjC4i
� 1

2�
1
2Tr
W�exp� � 0:84; (7)

giving a further evidence of the cluster generation.
Finally, we tested the nonlocal character of our cluster

state by using the ‘‘stronger two observer AVN’’ proof of
local realism, recently introduced in [12]. It is based on the
following eigenvalue equations:
 

XAzAXBjC4i � �jC4i; (8a)

zAzBjC4i � �jC4i; (8b)

xAZBxBjC4i � �jC4i; (8c)

ZAyAyBjC4i � �jC4i; (8d)

YAzAYBjC4i � �jC4i; (8e)

XAXBzBjC4i � �jC4i; (8f)

YAYBzBjC4i � �jC4i; (8g)

XAxAYByBjC4i � �jC4i; (8h)

YAxAXByBjC4i � �jC4i: (8i)

 

FIG. 4 (color online). Measurement setup for momentum
(a),(b) and polarization (c) observables for photon i (i � A,
B). By the (a) setup we measure xi (�i � 0) and yi (�i �

�
2 ),

while the (b) setup is used for measuring zi. By the (c) setup we
measure Xi (�Q �

�
4 ; �H �

1
8�, 3

8�), Yi (�Q � 0; �H �
1
8�, 3

8�)
and Zi (�Q � 0; �H � 0, �4 ), where �H�Q� is the angle between
the HWP (QWP) optical axis and the vertical direction. The
polarization analysis is performed contextually to xi, yi (i.e.,
with BS and glass) or zi (without BS and glass), as shown by the
dotted lines for BS and glass in (c).

TABLE I. Experimental values of the observables used for
measuring the entanglement witness W and the expectation
value of S on the cluster state jC4i. The third column (C) refers
to the control measurements needed to verify that XA, YA, xA, XB,
YB, yB, and zB can be considered as elements of reality. Each
experimental value corresponds to a measure lasting an average
time of 10 sec. In the experimental errors we considered the
Poissonian statistic and the uncertainties due to the manual
setting of the polarization analysis wave plates.

Observable Value W S C

ZAZB �0:9283	 0:0032 �
ZAxAxB �0:8194	 0:0049 �
XAzAXB �0:9074	 0:0037 � �
zAzB �0:9951	 0:0009 � �
xAZBxB �0:8110	 0:0050 � �
ZAyAyB �0:8071	 0:0050 �
YAzAYB �0:8948	 0:0040 �
XAXBzB �0:9074	 0:0037 � � �
YAYBzB �0:8936	 0:0041 � �
XAxAYByB �0:8177	 0:0055 �
YAxAXByB �0:7959	 0:0055 �
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The first seven equalities demonstrate that the local ob-
servables XA, YA, xA, XB, YB, yB, and zB are elements of
reality in the EPR sense [20]. The last four equalities are
used in the AVN proof through the following quantum
mechanical expectation value of the cluster state (1):
 

hSi�hC4jXAXBzB�YAYBzB�XAxAYAyB�YAxAXAyBjC4i

�4: (9)

In any local realistic theory based on the previously defined
elements of reality, the upper bound of the expected value
for Eq. (9) is 2.

From the experimental values given in Table I we obtain

 Tr 
S�exp� � 3:4145	 0:0095; (10)

which violates the classical bound by 148 standard devia-
tions. Note that this result provides another enhanced
discrepancy between the quantum versus classical predic-
tions (4 versus 2) with respect to the standard Clauser-
Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality (2

���

2
p

versus 2)
[10].

In summary, in this Letter we have presented the experi-
mental realization of a high fidelity linear cluster state
consisting of four entangled qubits by adoption of two-
photon polarization-momentum hyperentanglement within
a linear optical method. The cluster state was generated by
applying a CP gate between the polarization and momen-
tum qubits of one photon of the hyperentangled state. The
genuine entangled character of the cluster state was ex-
perimentally demonstrated. Its nonlocal behavior was also
tested by a novel AVN quantum mechanical test proposed
for a two-photon linear cluster state.

Other kinds of cluster states can be easily produced by
the same technique presented here. Apart for the relevance
of these states for fundamental physics, two-photon cluster
states may be good candidates to realize important quan-
tum information tasks because of their high purity and the
relatively high generation rate. Whether or not these states
may also represent a useful resource for linear optics
quantum computation is as yet unclear. In fact our method
could be used in probabilistic quantum computation with
the advantage of high counting rates. Moreover, two jC4i
states generated by the same laser source could be linked
together by a suitable CP gate to form an eight-qubit linear
cluster state.
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